
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty. 

Round 9 

1. A mummy named for this place was found in a stone circle at the base of its El Pirámide (el pi-RA-mi-day) satellite 
peak in 1985. A ridge separating this peak’s lower and upper base camps is accessed via the Ameghino Col. Two of 
those upper camps include The Berlin Refuge and Camp Colera. The canyon of the Vacas is the usual starting point 
for the ascent of this peak which becomes visible after climbers reach the Relinchos River. The Polish Glacier is found 
on the northeastern flank of this mountain. The west side of this peak features a 6,000-foot cliff above the Horcones Valley. 
The Canaleta is a couloir that access the central ridge of the Cresta del Guanaco which connects this peak’s twin summits. 
Ushpallata (oosh-pa-YA-ta) and Mendoza are the largest cities on the east flank of this mountain. From the Quechua for 
“stone sentinel,” FTP, name this mountain in Argentina, the highest in both the southern and western hemispheres. 

Answer: Aconcagua 

2. The Gawanna and Shanabla peoples are native to this region’s Umm Ruwaba district, which is part of the acacia 
plains of its north. Those plains’ principal water sources are at Shikan and Er Rahad, which is home to a water 
shrine. The petroleum-rich Muglad Basin is located in this region’s southwest in its Abyei Condominium. Speakers of 
this region’s namesake Tolodi, Katla and Heiban language groups are native to its southeastern Nuba Mountains, and 
face reprisal ethnic cleansing due to their alliance with the Dinka tribe. FTP, name this region divided into North, South and 
West wilayats known for its high linguistic diversity, whose largest towns are Kaduqli and El Obeid, and that gives its name 
to an allochthonous Sudanese language grouping within the Niger-Congo family. 

Answer: Kordofania 

3. An island in this body of water contains the Khuzhir Museum, which hosts an annual international convention of 
shamanism, while other cultural events on its shores include an oriental marketplace occupying the Kyngyra Valley to 
its southwest. A regional wind called the Sarma influences ice road access to its largest island, Orkhon, and its 
promontories include the Holy Nose Peninsula. Part of a rift zone also cleaving the northeasterly Stanovoy Mountains, it 
receives the Selenga River which flows north through the Autonomous Republic of Buryatia. The Angara River drains this 
lake, and provides highly pure water to nearby Irkutsk. FTP, name this central Siberian lake, the deepest on Earth. 

Answer: Lake Baikal 

4. The gypsum Yeso Dunes are located in this region. A xerophytic biological preserve in this region contains the Sierra 
de la Campana, the Laguna de las Palomas, and the La Soledad Dunes. A former gold mine in this region contains the 
Roebling Brothers-designed Ojuela (o-WE-la) Bridge. A notable wetland of this home of the Toboso people is the 
Valley of Cuartro Cienegas in this region. The Los Alamitos Range and the Cerro Centinela divide this region into three 
valleys. The Nazas and Aguanaval (a-gua-NA-bal) Rivers flow into the Comarca Lagunera, a wetland in this region that 
grades into the El Salado Plains to the south, and is bordered by the Concho Basin and the Sierra del Carmen to the west and 
north. FTP, name this huge depression, the southernmost extension of the Chihuahuan (chee-WA-wan) Desert centered in 
western Coahuila, an endorheic basin named for a lead and zinc mining town of northeastern Durango in Mexico. 

Answer: Bolsón de Mapimí or Mapimí Basin or “Pocket,” etc, accept clear knowledge equivalents; prompt on “Eastern Durango,” 
“Western Coahuila” until mentioned; prompt on “southeastern Chihuahua.” 

5. Mobayi Mbongo is a mostly defunct hydroelectric project on this river which powered two palaces at Kawele, one of 
which consists of pagoda towers. This river passes its continent’s largest nuclear bunker at a town which is connected 
to its port of N’dangi via secret tunnel. A people group giving their name to this river dwell mainly west of Mossaka. 
This river forms near Yakoma as the Uele and Boma rivers merge, following which it is joined by the Kotto. A river flowing 
into this one passes over the Chutes de Boali. That river, the Mpoko, meets it at a city whose primary languages include 
Banda-Banda; the largest city on its south banks is Gbadolite (gba-do-LEET). The Transaqua Scheme proposes to divert this 
river into the Chari (SHA-ree), with which this river defines a basin which once shared its name with a country on its north 
bank. FTP, name this river, the largest right-bank tributary of the Congo which drains most of the Central African Republic. 

Answer: Ubangi River 



6. The iron vessel El Yavari is at anchor on this body of water. Textiles are woven on its islands of Amantani and 
Taquile (ta-KEE-lay). The ruins of Cutimbo are found on a river that empties into this body of water. It reaches its 
greatest depth off the Isla Soto. The church of San Juan de Latran was a Jesuit center in its port of Juli. The Azángaro 
(a-SAN-ga-ro) River enters this body of water from the northwest, while the tallest mountain on its eastern shore is 
Ancohumo. Its chief port is defined by the Chucuito (choo-KWEE-to) and Capaschica (ka-pas-CHEE-ka) Peninsulas, which 
outline a bay occupied by the Uros People, who are known for dwelling on floating islands of tortora reeds. The Strait of 
Tiquina separates this large lake into sections called Huiñaymarca (ween-yay-MAR-ka) and Lake Grande, and Copacabana 
(ko-pa-ka-BA-na) lies on a peninsula on this lake. FTP, name this large highland lake with main ports Puno and Guaqui 
(gwa-KEY) located on the border of Bolivia and Peru. 

Answer: Lake Titicaca 

7. This nation’s carbonatite bearing Semail Ophiolite Complex is a potential rare earth deposit. Much of this country’s 
agriculture still depends on subterranean canals known as Falaj. An oryx sanctuary graces the central coast of this 
country, which is known for its thick fogs, and a cheetah once endemic to this country went extinct in its Dhofar 
Mountains in 1977. The Banu Nebhan tribe constructed the mud brick fortified oasis of Bahla in this country. It’s not Libya, 
but a ruined fort known as the Pool of the Plantains guards an entrance to the terraced orchards of the Jebel Akhdar in this 
country’s Al Hajar Range. This nation’s capital contains the Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque and Harbor, which is guarded by 
a former Portuguese fort. The exclaves of Madha and Musandam are cut off from this nation by the United Arab Emirates. 
FTP, name this former empire based in the Arabian Peninsula with capital Musqat. 

Answer: Sultanate of Oman or Soltanat Uman 

8. One of this river’s tributaries supports the Cattle of Calvana. In a festival occurring along this river, the Madonna del 
Morbo is transferred to the Church of St. Mark and Lawrence. The town that celebrates that festival also contains a 
Camaldoli monastery and the Guidi Castle that overlook this river’s valley. The Imperial Canal drains the Bientine (bi-
yen-TEE-nay) Lake via a tunnel that passes beneath this river. The Val di Chiana (val di KYA-na) was once a marsh on this 
river that has now been diverted into another basin. The Bisenzio reaches this river at San Piero a Ponti. This river’s lower 
course includes the gorge of Golfolina (gol-fo-LEE-na) and its confluence with the Pesa, Elsa and Era, and it rises on Monte 
Falterona (fal-te-RO-na). This river flows south through the dry lakebed of the Casentino before bending west at Arezzo. 
FTP, name this river that empties into the Ligurian Sea beyond Pisa after flowing beneath the Ponte Vecchio (PON-te VE-
kyo) in Florence, the chief river of Tuscany. 

Answer: Arno River 

9. A march from Jebel el-Dakrour to this location is performed on the fourth day of its Siyaha Festival. Bir wahed is this 
settlement’s main source of fresh water. A mosque in this location is the world’s oldest religious kershef edifice, and is 
part of a salt and mud-brick fortress called the Shali Ghadi at this location. The necropolis of Jebel al-Mawta contains 
the Crocodile Tomb at this location. A puppet government of fascist Italy once had its capitol at this location’s Lake Aftnas. 
Fatnas and Abu Shuruf are two of the largest of its no fewer than 200 springs. This location between Jaghbub and Zeitun is 
mainly known for its date palms and olive groves. The ruined Um Ebeida Temple is found in this place, and its ruined city of 
Aghurmi is associated with a former seat of Zeus. FTP, name this oasis west of the Al Qattara Depression which was home to 
an Egyptian oracle that proclaimed Alexander the Great to be divine. 

Answer: Siwa Oasis 

10. A national park in the south of this province protects its highest point, a horst that was mistaken for an esker, 
Söderåsen (SO-der-ah-sen). An artist in this province created the breakaway Royal Republic of Ladonia to protect 
sculptures named Arx and Nimis on its Kulla Peninsula. Another peninsula in this province contains the hall 
Thingholl in the living reserve of Foteviken (FO-te-vee-ken) on Falsterbo. The Linderödsåsen (lin-der-od-SAH-sen) Ridge 
and Kavlinge (kav-LIN-gay) River divide this province into the forested low valleys of the Goinge (GOIN-gay) and its flat 
southern headlands, one of which host its Ales Stenar, its nation’s largest stone ship burial site. This province’s capital 
contains its nation’s tallest skyscraper, the Santiago Calatrava designed Turning Torso. FTP, name this province located on 
the Kattegat Sound containing the cities of Landskrona and Trelleborg, whose capital is Malmö and which is connected by 
the Øresund Bridge to Copenhagen. 

Answer: Skåne or Scania 

11. Resources on this island are found along Taconite Inlet, and the world’s only supracryonic sulfur deposit is found in 
its Borup Pass. The ruins of a stone longhouse on its Bache Peninsula likely belonged to the Dorset Culture, and the 
Smith Sound culture was anchored on this island whose highest point is named for a good friend of Franz Boas. A US 



expedition to this island which founded Fort Conger also discovered a petrified forest in Stenkul Fjord. The British 
Empire and United States Ranges are found within this island’s Quttinirpaaq (ku-ti-nir-PAK) National Park, which also 
protects Hazen Lake. This island, whose Inuktitut name means “the land of muskoxen,” lost much of its Ayles and Markham 
ice shelves to a warm summer in 2008. Surrounded by Eureka Sound, which separates it from Axel Heiberg Island, and 
Cardigan Strait, which separates it from Devon Island, it is home to Grise Ford and the military settlement of Alert. FTP, 
name this largest of the Queen Elizabeth Islands, the northernmost island in Canada. 

Answer: Ellesmere Island or Umingmak Nuna 

12. This city’s Kibera slum is home to a large majority of its Luo people. The Nations Environmental Program is 
headquartered in this city, and on its outskirts are the Karura Forest and a national park known as the Kifaru Ark. 
Its urban footprint is found from the Ngong Hills to the River Athi. The Opus Dei inspired Strathmore University is 
located in this city. This city’s Upper Hill neighborhood contains much of its overseas business. The Fehda Towers are part 
of this city’s skyline, which will soon include the Pinnacle Towers, its continent’s second tallest. The Anglican All Saints 
Cathedral stands on Uhuru Park west of its Holy Family Cathedral on its City Square. Karen Blixen’s bungalow is located in 
a suburb of this city which succeeded Machakos as capital after being built on the lands of the Masai. FTP, name this city 
that contains the Kenyatta International Conference Center, the capital of Kenya. 

Answer: Nairobi 

13. This peak is called Yaripo in a local native language. Only the second species of black uaraki to be discovered dwells 
on this mountain, and was described along with the Aracá uaraki in 2008. A southern ascent of this peak begins with 
an expedition along the Igarapé Itamirim (i-ga-ra-PAY i-ta-MI-rim), and may cross the south flowing Demiti and 
Cauburis rivers, which originate in this peak’s mother range. A plateau called the Garimpo do Tucano serves as the 
final base camp for this peak, and is often occupied by gold panners. The Brazo Casiquiare (BRA-zo ca-si-KYA-re) 
rises on this peak whose namesake national park is part of the Ilha Pedro Segundo as well as a reservation of the 
Yanomami people. An international boundary just north of this peak lies on Pico Treinte-y-uno de Marzo. This climax of the 
Imeri Mountains supplanted Bandeira Peak following its 1962 discovery. FTP, name this cloud-shrouded highest point in 
Brazil located near its border with Venezuela. 

Answer: Pico da Neblina  

14. The Portland, Oregon suburb of Forest Heights was financed through a trust originating from this activity in this 
nation. Anabar, Ewa and Baiti Districts converge at a secondary source for this commodity. Arenibek (a-RE-ni-bek) 
is a rare upland community not affected by activities involving this substance. Like the nearby island of Banaba, 
extraction of this commodity in this nation led to large Chinese migrations, and a labor union strike in 1948 led to a 
namesake massacre. An Australian detention center now employs most of the former workers from this industry, which left 
behind mostly unusable dolomite. Coral pillars are all that remain from the mining of, FTP, what substance mined from 
dessicated deposits of bird and bat manure that for years made up most of the economy of a country with capital Yaren? 

Answer: phosphate mining on Nauru (or guano mining on Nauru); also accept phosphorite instead of phosphate 

15. In Judeo-Christian tradition, this city was once known as Baniqia (ba-nee-KEY-a). The ancient walls of this city are 
sometimes undercut by vaulted cellars called sirdabs, which connect multiple houses. This city’s importance, which 
depends on grain and palm groves that once supplied tribes like the Anaza, has waxed and waned with its dominant 
river’s meandering, but is now largely restored due to the building of the Hindiyya (hin-DEE-ya) Canal. A group 
from this city, the Ulema, was exiled to Qom, which in the 20th century supplanted this city’s primacy; that primacy is 
evident by the presence of its Wadi-us-Salaam, the largest cemetery in the world, whose dead aspired to rise again with a 
prophet revered at its Imam Ali Mosque. FTP, name this south-central Iraqi city that is the spiritual capital of Shi’a Islam, as 
well as Islam’s third holiest site worldwide. 

Answer: An-Najaf 

16. It’s not in the Appalachians, but as its two progenitors merge, this feature’s eastern trajectory is influenced by the 
Mitchell Escarpment. This feature encounters an upward deflection east of Cape Romain while crossing the Blake 
Plateau which creates eddies known as its “Charlestons,” which are also influenced by its crossing of the Western 
Boundary Undercurrent. Above the Libbey Deep, this final leg of the Global Thermohaline Conveyor splits east to form the 
West Wind Drift after encountering the Grand Banks. Timothy Folger produced the first map of this feature as an answer to a 
query of Benjamin Franklin involving why westbound ships departing from Falmouth lacked an advantage over those leaving 
London. This watercourse separates the Sargasso Sea from the Cold Wall of waters influenced by the counterflow of the 



Labrador Current. FTP, name this Atlantic warm water current famously depicted by Winslow Homer which is responsible 
for the relatively milder temperatures of Iceland. 

Answer: Gulf Stream 

17. Cultural artifacts of these islands include portable shrines called iran and its vaca-brutas, which are masks which in 
this case portray animals like sharks and stingrays. These islands’ fanado ceremonies were documented by the 
alternative anthropologist Hugo Bernatzik. A colonial prison on their Galinhas (ga-LEEN-yas) member housed 
dissidents involved in their nation’s long independence war. Praia Bruce is located on Bubaque in these islands. A 
savanna surrounds Anôr Lagoon in this group’s Ilhas da Orango (EEL-yas da o-RAN-go) National Park, which protects a 
species of hippopotamus that dwells in fresh and salt water. This island chain was formed from the flooding of the combined 
Buba and Geba estuaries. A former capital of the colony that would become its nation is its city of Bolama, which is accessed 
from a port containing the Pidjiguiti (pi-ji-GWEE-tee) Monument. FTP, name this island group, a UNESCO Biosphere 
reserve belonging to Guinea-Bissau. 

Answer: Bijagos (or Bissagos) Archipelago 

18. This city’s Robson Heights houses a shrine to Thean Hou, which towers over its Lake Gardens District. That district 
also contains a museum of Islamic Art which exhibits a characteristic style that contains elements of Mughal and 
Moorish architecture. The main edifice exhibiting that style is the triple-white-onion-domed Sultan Abdul Samad 
Mosque found at the confluence of the Gombak and Klang Rivers on the edge of this city’s Chinatown, which spreads out 
from Merdeka Square. This center of the former tin-mining region of Selangor is now more famous for a skyscraper known 
as Exchange 106, which has eclipsed the height of a set of towers connected by a glass bridge by Cesar Pelli that were once 
the world’s tallest building. FTP, name this home of the Petronas towers, the capital of Malaysia. 

Answer: Kuala Lumpur 

19. Pierre Martin Aucher-Eloy completed the first study of the flora of this mountain, which includes its endemic 
Handel’s Alyssum. The Vlach village of Kokkinoplou (ko-KEE-na-plow) stands to its northwest. Sparmous and 
Kanalon are monasteries associated with this place, while Nazis destroyed another monastery here dedicated to St. 
Dyonisius. The Makryryma (ma-kri-REE-ma) is the boundary between this feature and the massif of the Voulgara, and the 
Ziliana Gorge separates its upper and lower slopes, which are surrounded by a chaparral foreland known as the Xirokampi 
(ze-ro-KAM-pi).  The Megala Kazania (me-GA-la ka-za-NEE-ya) is an amphitheater within the spine of Skolio on this 
feature’s south. Kisszavos (ki-SA-vos) and Pilios are among its 52 pinnacles which are found in the Kamvounia (kam-voo-
NEE-ya) Range, one of which contain a chapel of Elijah the Prophet, and whose highest example is the Mytikas. FTP, name 
this peak on the border of Thessaly and Macedonia, the highest point in Greece and the home of its pantheon. 

Answer: Mt. Olympus 

20. Quarries at Hutki and west of Orlich Gniazd Park provide the best exposure for this area’s underlying geology. 
Corynephorus (co-ree-NE-fo-rus) and Koeleria (ko-LE-ri-a) grasses have begun to stabilize this area’s northern 
reaches. Local high points in this area are the Czubatka (choo-BAT-ka) and Dąbrowska (dam-BROV-ska) Hills. The 
northern portion of this area is classified as a deflation field, and its southern area is sustained by the windy Gornicza (gor-
NI-cha) microclimate. The Roża Wiatrow (RO-zha VYAT-rof), or Rose of the Winds is a compass-shaped series of 
boardwalks that provides this area’s main access. The Biała Pszemsza (BYA-wa CHEM-sha) River bisects this area into two 
distinct strips which were created by harvesting timber for the Olkusz Silver Mine, and ongoing zinc mining has lowered the 
water table at this location beyond the reach of its native pines and willows. FTP, name this pair of sand arenas between 
Chechło (KEK-wo) and Klucze (KLOO-chay), an artificial wilderness in Poland that comprises its only “desert.” 

Answer: Błędowska Desert  

21. A notable cliff carving on this landmass is Yeh Pulu, which depicts a man’s hand being bitten by a boar, and it also 
contains the Goa Gajah cavern, which contains carvings attributed to the giant Kebo Iwa, which is entered through 
the mouth of a demon and located in its ancient capital of Bedulu. Villages on this island are divided into kaja and kelod 
ends, and each have temples dedicated to the puseh, or origins, the desa, and the dalem, dedicated to the dead. The main 
temple on this island is Pura Besakih on its highest point, the volcano Gunung Agung. Most of this island’s cultural festivals 
take place in its central city of Ubud, which is home to its Legong dance stages. This island’s Hindu culture dates to the 9th 
Century. FTP, name this island, the westernmost in the Lesser Sunda Archipelago, whose largest city is Denpasar. 

Answer: Bali 



22. A village on this river observes the shamanistic Hahae Mask Dance and houses the Jingbirok, or Book of Corrections, 
which criticizes military errors made during a 16th century invasion. The Upo is one of the few remaining wetland 
regions along this river. One of this river’s tributaries is guarded by Jinju castle; another flows past the Yeongnam 
Alps on its way to Samnangjin (sam-NANG-jin). Those two rivers are the Nam and the Miryang. Formed from the 
confluence of the Cholam and Hwangji in the Taebek Range, at its estuary it is crossed by the Miyeonji (mi-YON-jee) 
Bridge. Another bridge over this river was destroyed at Waegwan to prevent an army from taking the city of Daegu. It 
reaches the Tsushima Straits at Gangseo (GANG syow). FTP, name this river that flows through Pusan, the longest in South 
Korea. 

Answer: Nakdong River 

23. The Botassart, or Giant’s Tomb is a hill within a meander of a river in this forest. The Caverns of Hotton are located 
beneath this forest. An unconnected region to the north of this one that also bears this name contains hilltop bluebell 
woodlands like the Muziekbos and the Brakelbos. This wooded highland once graded into the ancient Silvia 
Carbonaria across the Fagne-Famenne to the west. Part of one nation in this forest refers to this area as the Eislek, and this 
upland itself is an extension of the more eastern Eifel region. The Semois River defines this area’s drainage, and a local high 
point, the Botrange, is part of a watershed between the Moselle and Meuse that is this region’s “High” portion south of 
Nemurs and Liege. A World War II massacre occurred at Malmedy in this forest. FTP, name this forest located mostly in 
Belgium that was the setting for Shakespeare’s play As You Like It as well as the Battle of the Bulge. 

Answer: Ardennes Forest or Plateau or Highlands 

24. The El Cristo manganese mine is located in these mountains, and many of its iron mines, including Concordia and 
Estancia, are located in its Firmeza District on its Baconao Biosphere Reserve. This last home of the ivory-billed 
woodpecker’s northern foothills includes the ridges of Nipe, Sagua and Baracoa, part of a world heritage site which 
host plantations like San Juan de Escocia and Isabelica, its nation’s cafetales. A southern foothill of these mountains 
contains the seaside castle of San Pedro de la Roca. This source of the Río Cauto has a prominence which contrasts the 
Marea del Portillo (ma-RE-ya del por-TRI-yo) with the heights of Pico Suecia and Pico Real. The Vela, Quemado Grande 
and Daña Mariana ranges compose this home of the first of the escopeteros (e-sko-pe-TE-ros) whose western end can be 
found at Cape Cruz on Guacanayabo (gwa-ka-na-YA-bo) Bay. Palma de Soriano and Santiago lie at the feet of, FTP, what 
mountains containing Turquino (tur-KEE-no) Peak stretching between Granma and Guantánamo Provinces parallel to the 
southeastern coast of Cuba? 

Answer: Sierra Maestra 

25. This city’s neighborhoods of Sunnydale and Visitación Valley once hosted the largest Maltese community outside of 
Valetta, though that population has been largely replaced by Samoans, while Tagalog may be heard in its 
neighborhood of Crocker-Amazon in its Southern Hills. This city’s first church was erected near the coastal village of 
Chutchui, a formerly coastal settlement of the Yelamu. Much of its fourth most prominent people group dwell on unstable 
landfills that make up Hunter’s Point. Its Armenian community reveres a cross on Mt. Davidson as a genocide memorial. 
Another people of this city occupy a district built on Old Gold Mountain centering on Portsmouth Square and revere a temple 
on Waverly Place. That Tin How Temple serves a people who entered this city by way of an immigration center on Angel 
Island. Its formerly Scandinavian Eureka Valley now hosts a prominent gay village. FTP, name this city known for 
neighborhoods like Russian Hill, the Castro and the Mission District located at the end of a peninsula adjacent to the Golden 
Gate, the fourth largest city in California. 

Answer: San Francisco, California 

26. During most of the Carboniferous area, this region was the northernmost landmass in the world, and its collision with 
the Siberian craton marked the final stage of the accretion of Pangaea. The Khingan Mountains in this region’s west 
were formed in that collision. Northward immigration to this region was once controlled by a ditch called the Willow 
Palisade; later those immigrants, who settled its Sixty-Four Villages, were pawned off to this region’s northern neighbor. 
Most of its population lies east of the Greater Khitan Range. An invading power used a lumber mill in the Pingfang known as 
Unit 731 to conduct chemical warfare experiments in this region. A Tungusic people known as the Jurchen once occupied 
this region whose center consists of the provinces of Jilin and Heilongjiang. FTP, name this region whose native dynasty, the 
Qing, ruled China until 1924. 

Answer: Manchuria (anti-prompt on constituent provinces “Jilin,” “Heilongjiang,” “Liaoning,” or on “Northeastern Nei Monggol”)  

27. The only inland colony of snow petrels and skuas reside on Svarthameren (svart-HA-me-ren) Mountain in this region. 
A series of freestanding nunataks in this region is the Jaw of Fenris, and the vertical Rakekniven (RA-kek-nee-ven) 



Cliff is a popular climbing spot. This region’s highest point is the Jokulkyrkja (YO-kul-kirk-ya) in its Muhlig-
Hofmann Mountains. Zapadnoye (za-pad-NO-ye) Lake is to the west of this region’s Schirmacher Hills, which were 
mapped out by an entity that used a southern cross on a red background in the upper left of a swastika-bearing flag that 
established a claim at New Swabia in this region. Troll Airfield provides the only air access to this region which includes the 
Princess Ragnhild, Princess Martha, Princess Astrid and Prince Olav Coasts. FTP, name this region located between Wilkes 
Land and Enderby Land, an Atlantic-facing slice of Antarctica which is claimed by Norway and named for a spouse of 
Haakon VII. 

Answer: Queen Maud Land 

28. Many of this city’s recent immigrants live in makeshift shacks called jhuggi-jhompri (JOO-gee JOMP-ree), while 
older tenements of this city were built around courtyards and are known as katra. This city’s gardens include the 
Roshan Ara, as well as the Lodi Gardens, which host its Bara Gumbad mosque, and its main green space is its Central 
Ridge Reserve Forest. This city’s Qutb Minar is the pinnacle of this city’s Pashtuni architectural style, and was built by 
Iltutmish, whose lavish tomb is also located in this city. The southern part of this city’s avenues are constructed as a series of 
intersecting hexagons on Raisina Hill, two of which enclose a War Memorial Arch and the Connaught Circus. Its old city 
contains the Red Fort and the Tomb of Humayun, while its new city contains a circular colonnaded structure that houses the 
Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha, its nation’s parliament. FTP, name national capital territory of India. 

Answer: (New) Delhi  

29. The London Reef protects the northern portion of this area, while its south is part of the Cerro Silva Reserve. Awas 
and Paiti Pura are lobstering villages associated with this location’s Pearl Lagoon, the home of its Rama people. This 
region, which extends from the Sierra Yolaina in the south to the Laguna de Caratasca (la-GOO-na de ka-ra-TAS-ka) 
in the north, begins to turn west at Cabo Gracias a Dios, which is the traditional homeland of a mixed race called the 
Sambu. The Prinzapolka (prin-sa-POL-ka) River reaches the sea in this area whose longest river is the Rio Grande de 
Matagalpa (rio GRAN-de de ma-ta-GAL-pa). A figure called the Wihta Tara leads a breakaway region centered on a people 
in this area who mainly speak the Wanki dialect of their language. The departure point of the Bay of Pigs Invasion was at this 
region’s port of Bilwi, also known as Puerto Cabezas. Its main city contains the port of El Bluff and the Malecón de Santa 
Rosa. FTP, name this stretch of coastline featuring the city of Bluefields named for a Latin American people group, not a 
malaria-spreading insect. 

Answer: Mosquito Coast 

30. Fomina Balka and Dofinovka (do-fi-NOV-ka) are limestone quarries in this city where coquina mining has left a 
network of tunnels that have prevented underground rail development, though this city is known for a steam tramway 
which started by connecting its neighborhood of Great Fontane with Haji Bey (HA-jee BAY) Liman. This city’s 
secondary port of Ilichevsk (i-li-CHEVSK) has largely replaced a harbor built by Jose de Ribas. This city’s ruined 
Ginestra (ji-NES-tra) Castle was the center of the Genoese colony of Gazaria. Most of this city had to be designed around its 
first neighborhood of Modavyanka (mo-da-VYAN-ka). This city’s governors included the Duc de Richelieu (dook de RI-she-
lyu), many of whom ruled from Vorontsev (vo-RON-tsev) Palace, which was designed by Francesco Boffo, who also 
designed a structure that separates Greek Park and Istanbul Park as it descends from Primorsky Boulevard. FTP, name this 
city on the Black Sea known for its Potemkin Stairs, the largest port city in Ukraine. 

Answer: Odessa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tiebreakers 

31. The Kenilworth Tower is a notable skyscraper in this city whose suburbs include Phelandaba (fe-lan-DA-ba) and 
Makokoba (ma-ko-KO-ba). Nesbitt Castle is a neo-gothic mansion in this city that was once invaded and burned down 
by a Satanist cult. Kontuthu Ziyathunqa (kon-TU-thu zee-ya-THOON-ka) is an alternate name of this city which 
refers to the smoke rising from its coal plant. This city’s chief ethnic group was divided into three clans on its Nketa 
Hill, and may have received its name from the Thabas Indunas of Mzilikazi (m-zi-li-KA-zi), a place of executions. This 
city’s main archaeological site is its Hillside Dams area, and it lies east of the stone city of Khami. This city on the 
Matsheumlope (ma-chum-LO-pe) river is just north of Matobo National Park, where lies the tomb of Cecil Rhodes. FTP, 
name this capital of Matabeleland (ma-ta-BE-le-land) and the principal city of the northern Ndebele people, Zimbabwe’s 
second largest city. 

Answer: Bulawayo 

32. A September, 1991 landslide decreased this peak’s height by 30 feet. Copeland Pass is an east-west route that crosses a 
flank of this mountain. Mt. Dixon is a secondary summit of this mountain which contains a series of lakes called the 
Sealy Tarns and a series of spires called the Minarets. The standard route up this mountain begins at Linda Glacier 
and ascends to Plateau Hut via Haast Ridge, although summitting this mountain is considered an insult to its native 
population due to its guardian mountain spirits which are known as atua. The Hooker Glacier descends the west slope of this 
peak, while its east side is dominated by the Tasman Glacier. This mountain is commonly photographed from Kea Point, 
which is located in a national park whose native name means “cloud-piercer,” Aoraki. FTP, name this peak in the Southern 
Alps, the highest mountain in New Zealand. 

Answer: Mt. Cook (or Aoraki until mentioned) 

33. Astola Island is the largest island off of this region’s coastline. Agriculture in this region depends largely on wells dug 
into underground channels known as karezes, and it raises a type of sorghum known as jowar (jo-WAR). The 
Rakhshan River disappears into a bowl-shaped depression in this region’s center that contains the Kharan Desert. 
That depression is bounded by the northern Chagai Hills and the Makran Range. Mt. Taftan is the highest point of the 
westernmost province with this name. A new port built by Chinese engineers in this region is considered the deepest water 
port in the world, Gwadar. The largest city in the eastern province with this name lies below Bolan Pass, which controls rail 
access to the sea for Afghanistan, and is the fortified city of Quetta (KWE-ta). FTP, name this region of southeastern Iran and 
southwestern Pakistan that is home to Pakistan’s third most widely spoken language. 

Answer: Baluchistan 


